Collin Kurre: Hi everyone! Hello Maryam!

Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the CCWP ICANN and Human Rights call on Wednesday 20 February 2019 at 1400 UTC. Please be aware that this session will be recorded, and the recording and transcript circulated to the relevant group mailing list. Group members absent from this session will be able to access the AC recording and the content of the AC chat. The NCSG Secretariat will be the custodian of the recording, however please note that ICANN org cannot control how those external to ICANN will share the recording or respect the private nature of the conversation.

Maryam Bakoshi: Hello all, welcome!

Akriti: Hi all! Happy to have everyone here :)

Herb Waye Ombuds: Hello everyone

David McAuley: Maryam, I tried dialing in with passcode 992 279 0467 and am told it is no good - any help?

Maryam Bakoshi: Hi David let me PM you

David McAuley: ?

David McAuley: is anyone speaking yet?

Collin Kurre: Yes, can you not hear?

David McAuley: cant hear a thing

David McAuley: just fixed here

David McAuley: can hear now

Collin Kurre: Can anyone else not hear me speaking?

Maryam Bakoshi: Yes

David McAuley: but cannot dial in

Ioana Stupariu: Yes

Maryam Bakoshi: this is the passcode: 992 279 0467

Maryam Bakoshi: Access Number: 1-605-475-5604

David McAuley: ok will try again,
Maryam Bakoshi: Alternatively, please click the "Connect me" button in the Calendar Invite

Akriti: Can you not hear?

David McAuley: Maryam - I will simply listen on adobe and type in chat as needed - again trying the passcode and it failed again using 866 number


Austin Ruckstuhl: i couldn't call in using the passcode either

Maryam Bakoshi: I am sorry to hear that

Maryam Bakoshi: Can you try using the connect me button, you can find that in the invite

Maryam Bakoshi: @David, Akriti, can you send me your numbers and I will try dialling out to you

David McAuley: thanks, i have had trouble with that in past, prefer to listen and use chat

Austin Ruckstuhl: when i click on that I get an error "cannot connect to server. It's ok. I'll just listen. thanks

David McAuley: Thanks to Maryam for dial-out,

Collin Kurre: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1iR3ZTPRxH5SWBNlZkJb_4atnnwOhwbs8iLXCIlnxdn8o/edit?usp=sharing

Maryam Bakoshi: Dialling out to you now, Austin

Maryam Bakoshi: You are welcome, David

Austin Ruckstuhl: got it thanks!

Collin Kurre: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EKpMCEf8kiZ2tJE2AU78q9_oeJehGbR7bWpQw7t7DSI/edit?usp=sharing

Austin Ruckstuhl: i agree with Akriti... not much else to add

bruna santos: Had pretty much the same question.

David McAuley: yes
bruna santos: Yep! And this initial assessment can also be referred to when the WG issues its final recommendations, I believe.

David McAuley: I thought spreadsheet format was a good one

bruna santos: yes, super comprehensible

Herb Waye Ombuds: This is very interesting and can be applied to many aspects of the Office of the Ombudsman, I will catch up by reading the transcript... I must drop out of the call and see you on the next call or in Kobe. Great work.

Akriti: Thank you for joining so far :) 

Joanna Kulesza EURALO: Apologies, I don't have a mic at this point

Joanna Kulesza EURALO: happy to take this to the mailing list

Collin Kurre: Great thanks! :)

David McAuley: Good idea re another tab for informational background

Bruna Santos: bc things such as applicant support - in all the forms possible - is not yet a common concern when it comes to the discussions of the new gTLD program

Bruna Santos: Yes, the informational background can also work

Collin Kurre: Link to paper: https://www.academia.edu/38347684/From_Human_Rights_Aspirations_to_Enforceable_Obligations_by_Non-State_Actors_in_the_Digital_Age_The_Example_of_Internet_Governance_and_ICANN?email_work_card=view-paper

Bruna Santos: I meant - applicant support is indeed a concern, but not necessarily unanimous within the community. (Sorry I had less coffee than I actually need)

Collin Kurre: We've got a little echo happening, please mute when you're not speaking

Collin Kurre: This is a recurring agenda item — we've become the space-to-watch for WS2 updates! :) 

David McAuley: when is the CCWP meeting in Kobe?

David McAuley: haven't seen schedule yet

Collin Kurre: It is on Wednesday at 10:30 https://64.schedule.icann.org/meetings/962172

David McAuley: agenda looks good to me
David McAuley: thanks Collin

David McAuley: maybe we can suggest on list as well

Louise Marie Hurel: +1 David

Bruna Santos: I was also going to suggest that, pose the question on the list and we can seek speakers

David McAuley: none here, thanks Collin, Akriti, and Maryam

Louise Marie Hurel: Thanks Collin and Akriti!

Bruna Santos: thanks a lot Collin and Akriti!

David McAuley: bye

Akriti: Thanks everyone!

mequanint.yehuala: thank you collin!

Maryam Bakoshi: Thank you all for attending the call, good bye